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Disinfonet
The platform DisInfoNet provides the ability to upload datasets taken from Twitter, in the JSON Tweet Format,
and carry out analyzes on them.
It is possible to create Filters to isolate, manage and analyze a fake news or a set of related fake news through
dynamic statistics and visualizations.
You can create one or more binary classifiers to cluster a dataset. Classifier is based on a semi-automatic
“self-training” process, in which a list of hashtags associated with two classes of interest are used to
automatically extract a training set.
For each dataset, several interactive data visualizations are automatically generated, describing the
quantitative, temporal and spatial distribution of the data.

Disinfonet - Dataset Management Homepage
A brief introduction to the DisInfoNet prototype is available on the dataset management homepage and in the main
page of all single dataset overviews.

Disinfonet - Dataset list
In the Dataset list section you can view the list of datasets currently available in the system. For each dataset it is
possible to view its name and current status.
Each dataset is pre-processed to optimize performance in terms of space and time used; when a dataset is in the
"complete" state it is ready for analysis.

Disinfonet - Dataset upload
Under the Dataset List section, there is the Import New Dataset section, through which you can insert a new dataset
inside the system. To do this, follow the next instructions:
1. click on the button “browse...” at the end of the page to select a dataset from your own filesystem; the dataset
must be a JSONEachRow in the JSON Tweet Format, compressed through gzip.

Disinfonet - Dataset upload
2. After choosing a file, click on the
download button and wait until the
dataset is transferred to the server.
The new dataset will appear in the
list of dataset with the status
“loading”.
3. After a few minutes (depends on the
dataset dimensions), the status of
the dataset will go to complete and it
will be ready to perform new
analysis on it.

Disinfonet - Dataset Overview
To see the analysis carried out on a
dataset, search on the main page the
dataset of interest and click on it (if its
state is “complete”).
You will be redirected to the Dataset
Overview page with all the analyzes
and results made for this specific
dataset. The top of the page contains a
description of the SOMA project and
the DisInfoNet platform. The first
column contains all the data
visualization, while the second one
contains the filters and classifier
management interface.

Disinfonet - Filter Section
In the right-side of the results web page of a dataset, there
is a Filter section where you can manage the created
filters related to this specific dataset.
A Filter is a set of queries that is used to isolate tweets
about a disinformation topic. Each query is a set of words
connected through a logic of AND/OR/NOT, that represent
a fake news.
From here, you can see a description of each existing filter
or delete/create new ones.

Disinfonet - Create New Filter
To create a new Filter, select a dataset in the main page and then click the button “New Filters”, in the section Filters of
the results page. You will be redirected to a new page with a form with this fields:
●
tag: an identifier for the new filter;
●
description: a short description for the new filter;
●
title: a short description for the following query;
●
query: AND/OR/NOT logic query; the query follows Google’s logic research (e.g. space between two words is
meaning AND, etc..

Disinfonet - Create New Filter
For each word in the query, it is possible to add a list of synonyms, separate by a comma, that will be used during the
research.
Through the button “Add Query”, is possible to add a new title and query for the current filter.
The button “Save Filter” stores the just created filter, with all associated queries, on db.
With the button “Back Result” you can go back to result without saving the new filter.

Disinfonet - Classifier Section
A Classifier is an algorithms that allows you to assign a label to each tweet,
based on a semi-automatic binary polarization process, clustering the dataset
into belonging groups.
In the right-side of the results web page of a dataset, under the Filter section,
there is a Classifier section, where you can manage the created classifiers.
From here, you can see a description of each label of each existing classifier
and check the current status of it. If the status is “complete”, you can see the
results of the analyzes on that classifier; If the status is “computing”, this
means that the classification process is still ongoing.
Through the “create new classifier” button you can access the page for
creating a new classifier for the current dataset.

Disinfonet - Create New Classifier
To create a new Classifier, select a dataset in the main page and then click the button “New Classifier” in the section
Classifier of the results page. You will be redirected to a new page with all the instructions for a new classifier.
Through the button “Back Result” you can go back to result without saving the new classifier.

Disinfonet - Create New Classifier
The classification process and the creation of a new classifier is composed by the following steps:
1. An hashtag graph of the dataset is constructed and the pageranks are computed to order the nodes; Now it is
possible to select and delete, among the 30 top hashtags, the misleadings ones to clean the dataset.

Disinfonet - Create New Classifier
2. The hashtag graph is rebuilt without the
deleting ones selected in the previous phase,
and a clustering algorithm is applied. A new
user interface is shown and you can select 2
clusters from those computed, to polarize all
tweets between this. For each cluster you
must specify a label and a description.
3. Now the training/prediction process can
start. The new defined classifier can be seen
in the Classifier section on the result page,
with state computing.
After that the training/predict process is
terminated (it can last several hours depending on
the size of the dataset), the classifier passes in the
state complete and the related analysis can be
viewed.

Disinfonet - Analysis Result: Histogram Prevalence
An interactive histogram that highlights the
prevalence of each group of filtered tweets.
For each filter it is possible to view the
quantity and percentage of the total
prevalence.
Using the drop-down menu at the top right
of the graph, you can download a
screenshot of the graph in .svg or .png
format, or the .csv of the result data.

Disinfonet - Analysis Result: Histogram Polarization
An interactive histogram that highlights
the polarization of each group of filtered
tweets with respect to the selected
classifier.
For each group of filtered tweets, it is
possible to see the percentage subdivision
derived from the classification, compared
to the total number for that filter.
Through the legend below the graph, it is
possible to select/deselect a group of
filtered tweets to highlight/hide them in
the graph.
Using the drop-down menu at the top
right of the graph, you can download a
screenshot of the graph in .svg or .png
format, or the .csv of the data.

Disinfonet - Analysis Result: Time Distribution
An interactive graphic that shows the time
distribution of each group of tweets by filter
created.
By placing the mouse on a point on the graph,
the number of tweets made that day will be
displayed for each filter.
It is possible to zoom the figure by selecting a
time window inside the graph, or by using the
two buttons “zoom in” and “zoom out” in the
menu bar at the top right. To reset the zoom just
select the appropriate button in the menu bar.
Through the legend below the graph, you can
select/deselect a group of filtered tweets to
highlight/hide them in the graph.
Using the drop-down menu, at the top right of the graph, you can download a screenshot of the graph in .svg or .png format.

Disinfonet - Analysis Result: Map
The map visualization shows the geographical
distribution, where possible, of the filtered
tweets.
Through the menu at the top right, it is possible
to select a specific filter to be displayed.
It is possible to zoom the map by scrolling with
the mouse or by using the + and - buttons
located at the top left of the graph.
By clicking on a specific tweet shown on the
map, the user who created it and the text of the
tweet will be shown.
It is also possible to download a screenshot of
the map using the button with the download
symbol located at the top left.

Disinfonet - About
The About page, accessible from the header, provides useful information on the Luiss Data Lab and SOMA project.

Disinfonet - Privacy and Policy
The Policy and Privacy page,
accessible from the header,
provides useful information on
the use and treatment of
personal data and information
of the user that uses the
application.

